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About The Game Tetris meets the strategy-RPG genre. As a clone from another dimension,
Amnesia, you must escape from your factory of cloning and face the unknown fate of your

home dimension. Use your high-tech weapons to defeat the clones and make your way through
the maze-like city. More than fifty bosses and six levels await you on your quest for freedom.
Explore procedurally generated environments and challenge your skills to the max. Improve

your character's abilities and unlock new weapons and abilities by defeating enemies. Features
- Intuitive and fun gameplay: Strategic turn-based tactics are merged with the addicting

gameplay of Tetris®. - Easy to learn, difficult to master: On one hand, the game play is quite
simple - on the other hand, Tetris and turn-based tactics have never played together before! -
Many surprises: Never before has so many items existed in the game! Lifts, buildable walls,

instant-resetting boss battles - amaze yourself with what you can do with your clone. - Original
storyline: More than forty points of view set new standards in the genre of Tetris and turn-

based tactics. - The pixel art: With an original and art-deco-inspired design and style, the game
speaks of an alternate dimension and a special future. - A lot of fun: Have you ever made your
favorite Tetris tricks into a super-weapon? It’s possible to do that! - A lot of surprises: Have you
ever played with a strange creature or a building that works as a sword? Amnesia takes all that
to a new level! - Story: An Amnesia clone has escaped from his factory and is trying to find his
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way back home. But your dimension doesn't seem to be the dimension that Amnesia was
cloned from. - Over fifty challenging bosses: Hold on to your virtual Tetromino for dear life! -

Six exciting and intuitive levels: Fight your way through a city full of blockade and deadly traps
- your quest to obtain freedom won't be an easy one! - Health bar: Survive as long as you can!
- Power-ups: Collect power-ups and use them on your enemies to gain a tactical advantage! -

Six weapons: Discover powerful weapons including the lightning whip and laser cannon! - Many
more upgrades: Equip and upgrade your clone! - Unique Character: Take advantage of all the

special attacks and abilities that Amnesia has

Defense Zone Features Key:

Awesome content
Rich and detailed story
Easy, fun and entertaining gameplay.
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